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Draft progress

• -01 version of the draft nearly ready for release
• Authors discussed creation of a problem statement draft followed by separate NETCONF and RESTCONF drafts
  • Authors would prefer not to take this approach
  • Private candidate datastores more directly relevant to NETCONF than RESTCONF
-01 version

• Changed focus to be more specific on definitions
  • What is a conflict as an example
  • Provided graphical representation of candidate branches

• Focused on the proposed solution rather than the potential solutions
• Provided specifics on resolution methods
Next steps

• -01 release as soon as authors are available
• Potential framework discussion to include
  • draft-jgc-netconf-privcand
  • draft-ietf-netconf-transaction-id
  • draft-rogaglia-netconf-trace-ctx-extension
  • draft-quilbeuf-opsawg-configuration-tracing
• Call for adoption to be considered after -01 version released and after time for list discussion about it